subscription the exams commenced. That would be difficult to make. Even if the entries were known it would not be an easy matter, but where the make-up of the various teams is so uncertain very few accurate projections can be made. The paper 'Spring' has everything in its way with Howland, McCarthy and Batchelder, who are not lost in any way interested in the Institute. Course II is not as strong for its share of talent as it is, to say, Callaway and MacCreadie being the only men in it of much ability. Among the misses there are several good men notably the veteran A. E. Christensen and the only man in it of much ability. to the enjoyment of these olmen if they can be had. It seems to me that a spring tournament is the most important requisite to the getting out of a large squad, of course good players, that can provide the team for the season. Finally the chase captain has a large share in the regulation of the cross-country work. The assistant chase captain is to be an aid to the chase captain, and must also be an efficient man. With these facts in mind it is evident that the men who have been connected with cross-country work should get out next Friday and elect the best men in the Institute for these important positions.

COMMUNICATION.

To the Editor of The Tech:

There is quite a large class of men at the Institute who spend much of their spare time during the spring months at tennis. Working it into the enjoyment of these men if they could enter in a tournament.

Tennis is a game which lends itself peculiarly to the condition of the Institute—such a match can be played in a limited area. It is therefore suitable for any number of men to get together for tennis practice (as baseball requires for instance). And yet it has been too long neglected during the spring season. For the work of the teams in the intercollegiate championships.

It seems to me that a spring tournament would bring out plenty of men and be a good thing for all concerned. The entry fee need not, perhaps, be so high as in the full tournament and the larger number of entries would in all probability bring about a large entry. The fee for a member of the team may be fixed (as baseball requires for instance). And yet it has been too long neglected during the spring season. For the work of the teams in the intercollegiate championships.

THE OUTCOME OF THE SPRING TENNIS TOURNAMENT IS STRONG.

Predictions regarding the outcome of the inter-collegiate spring tournament are difficult to make. Even if the entries were known it would not be an easy matter, but where the make-up of the various teams is so uncertain very few accurate projections can be made. The paper 'Spring' has everything in its way with Howland, McCarthy and Batchelder, who are not lost in any way interested in the Institute. Course II is not as strong for its share of talent as it is. To say, Callaway and MacCreadie being the only men in it of much ability. Among the misses there are several good men notably the veteran A. E. Christensen and the only man in it of much ability. To the enjoyment of these olmen if they can be had. It seems to me that a spring tournament is the most important requisite to the getting out of a large squad, of course good players, that can provide the team for the season. Finally the chase captain has a large share in the regulation of the cross-country work. The assistant chase captain is to be an aid to the chase captain, and must also be an efficient man. With these facts in mind it is evident that the men who have been connected with cross-country work should get out next Friday and elect the best men in the Institute for these important positions.

A GOOD SUCCESSION.

In this column appears a communication suggesting a spring tennis tournament to be a successor excellent idea and there seems to be no reason why it should not be adopted. There are a great number of fellows at the Institute who are interested in tennis and can, and the cross-country work. The assistant chase captain is to be an aid to the chase captain, and must also be an efficient man. With these facts in mind it is evident that the men who have been connected with cross-country work should get out next Friday and elect the best men in the Institute for these important positions.

NOTICE AND REPAIRING CORPORATION CONSTRUCTING ENGINEERS

Dwight P. Robinson, President and General Manager
Howard L. Rogers, Vice-President and Treasurer
George O. Muhlfeld, Construction Manager
William N. Patterson, Engineer
Thorndike & Endicott, Architects

147 Milk Street, Boston, Massachusetts

COPLEY SQUARE HOTEL

Huntington Ave. Exeter and Blagden Streets

The attention of Secretaries and Banquet Committees of Dining Clubs, Societies, etc. is called to the fact that the Copley Square Hotel has exceptionally good facilities for serving Breakfasts, Luncheons or Dinners and will cater especially to students who are participating in the events of the Boston University Spring Term. A special is made. The entries may be made.

FOWNES GLOVES

men's right gloves—so few Fowhues and save trouble.